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Memory’s Cut. Caravaggio’s *Sleeping Cupid* of 1608.

“Without repetition art would lose its memory”


G. P. Bellori’s *Lives of the Painters, Sculptors, and Architects*, published in Rome in 1672, was both a continuation, and a variation, of the conventions of art-historical writing that Giorgio Vasari had instituted a century earlier. While Vasari’s anthology of artists’ biographies traced a history of the arts centred on Florence, Bellori was concerned to present carefully culled examples of Roman ‘classicism’. As curator of antiquities for Pope Clement X, recently appointed secretary to Rome’s academy for artists the Accademia di S. Luca, and future librarian and antiquarian to the great patron of the arts and letters in Rome Queen Christina of Sweden, Bellori’s primary interest lay in the development of an art-historical canon for subsequent emulation. His selection comprised artistic exemplars marked by a heightened ability to capture art-historical memory within themselves, in order to strengthen the practice of imitation.¹ Notwithstanding this larger historiographical purpose to further art founded in classicising models, Bellori included Caravaggio as a painter of antithesis, a dangerous example, yet justly celebrated for his skill in painting only ‘what he saw’. For according to Bellori, Caravaggio “recognised no other master than nature, and without nature’s models before him, he did not know how to paint.”²

[Caravaggio] not only ignored the most excellent marbles of the ancients and the famous paintings of Raphael, but he professed to despise them, and nature alone became the object of his brush. Thus when the most famous statues of Phidias and Glycon were pointed out to him as models for his painting, he gave no other reply than to extend his hand toward a crowd of men, indicating that nature had provided him sufficiently with teachers….The moment the model was taken away from his eyes, his hand and his imagination remained empty….³
Bellori’s Caravaggio was, then, a painter without memory. In opposition to the kind of recollective classicism that Bellori otherwise espoused, Caravaggio was an artist apparently “able to emulate art – astonishingly - without art.”

Lieux de mémoire

Caravaggio painted the _Sleeping Cupid_ in 1608 while under the protection of the Knights of Malta, a pan-European knightly and aristocratic brotherhood dating from the Crusades. A manifestly classical subject, the painting depicts a sleeping child with the attributes of Eros, his naked body framed by great wings that arc around him, a bow and arrow at his side (fig. 1). The painting was commissioned by a Knight of the Order, the Florentine Francesco dell’Antella, as a gift for his family palace. On its arrival in Florence in 1609 the painting immediately entered circles of patronage surrounding Michelangelo’s heirs and legacy, for the dell’Antella included among their acquaintances Michelangelo Buonarotti the Younger, whose brother was also a Knight of St John. Together they frequented the many literary academies of the city, and were fellow members of the Florentine _Accademia del Disegno_ founded in Michelangelo’s memory. Buonarotti the Younger was in these years concerned with the commemoration of his predecessor’s legacy in conserving the artist’s house, the Casa Buonarotti. Thus the patronage group for which this painting was destined was dense in its dedication to the cultural memory of a particular Florentine artistic identity. Ties with Grand Ducal circles of cultural patronage were also close, dell’Antella’s heirs subsequently ceding the painting to the Medici collections in 1667.
Caravaggio had painted a sleeping cupid before, in 1603, a work now lost but which was the subject of poetry in Rome’s *literati* circles, demonstrating the tight interweaving of literary and artistic recollection of antiquity in early modern patronage circles.\(^6\) Similarly, the arrival of the *Sleeping Cupid* in Florence occasioned the production of sonnets by the city’s literary academies, possibly including the immediate circle of Michelangelo the Younger.\(^7\) The Florentine canvas also quickly became the source of further emulation by subsequent artists.\(^8\) In these same years the Medici became the greatest collectors of Caravaggio’s work outside Rome, notably including his *Bacchus* and *Medusa*, further seeding the artistic reception of the Caravaggesque style in Florence and beyond.\(^9\) While Bellori saw only the absence of Caravaggio’s place within art-historical memory, the intended viewing circle surrounding the *Sleeping Cupid* in Florence suggests another, quite different understanding of the complex folds of image and memory present in this work.

Over a hundred years before the arrival of Caravaggio’s *Sleeping Cupid* in Florence, the young Michelangelo had carved a marble figure of a sleeping cupid, now lost, which subsequently travelled to Rome and then entered the starred collection of Isabella d’Este. Caravaggio cannot have known Michelangelo’s piece first-hand but surely knew of it, as it became one of the most celebrated works in the Mantua collections. Here it was joined by an antique sculpture of the same subject, then attributed to Praxiteles, with an illustrious poetic heritage from antiquity which the Michelangelo piece would also soon sustain. The two were displayed together as a visual comparison of ancient and modern, in a collocation precisely concerned with the question of repetition and difference in a history of art constructed as a series of visual citations. This comparative display of the young
Michelangelo beside Praxiteles acted both to mark and confound the passing of time between them.\textsuperscript{10}

Like Caravaggio’s painting and the marble attributed to Praxiteles, Michelangelo’s sculpture was, according to documentary sources, of a sleeping and recumbent child, life size, judged to be about 6 or 7 years old. Much of the renown of Michelangelo’s piece rested not only on its subsequent comparison with Praxiteles, but also on its early genesis. Conceived in a concerted play with artistic memory and the legacy of the past, it was intended as a historically-doubled work from its inception. In a brilliant display of the counterfeit of art, the young Michelangelo purposefully sent the piece to Rome as an antique, thus establishing his reputation as a sculptor who could recall and rival antiquity through the skill of his imitation.\textsuperscript{11}

Sleeping cupids in black and especially white marble were ubiquitous to ancient funerary art, and the Medici collections comprised examples of both, which the young Michelangelo could have studied in the Medici sculpture garden where he trained. (figs 2 & 3).\textsuperscript{12} Clearly inserting himself within an art-historical iteration of sleeping cupids from across antiquity, Michelangelo’s repetition constituted a fully mimetic recollection of the past within the present, making it a temporal ‘metapicture’, in WJT Mitchell’s terms, capable of sustaining a doubled reading as both ‘ancient’ and ‘modern’ in an oscillating simultaneity.\textsuperscript{13} In this way Michelangelo laid claim to an enduring artistry, able to defy the constraints of time through the force of art-historical recollection.

This quality of condensed, intensified art-historical citation lay in the object’s ability to signify its own repetition. As Michelangelo surely understood, its distinction resided in its power to make present within itself the long historical arc of the sleeping cupid’s sculptural
form, suffused with the echoes of myriad Roman marble ‘copies’, imitations, and variations, themselves citations of those Greek bronzes that Homer had termed ‘deathless’ (fig. 4). The sleeping cupid’s repeated figuration exemplifies the type of nested citation that Louis Marin understood as an intensification of mimetic art’s most enduring manifestations. This reflection on the sequential in art marks the point of encounter between two strands of scholarly writing pertaining to the survival of antique forms. The first is concerned with cultural memory in its complex relation to objects and images; the second with issues of adaptation as part of a larger landscape of artistic reflection on the past. As André Malraux argued in a discussion of the extended temporality of the ‘classic’ in art, “l’art est un anti-destin”. By this he meant to differentiate what he and others such as George Kubler understood as the time of Art from the time of History. The figure of the sleeping cupid is an exemplary image for this problematisation of art and history, constituting precisely what Malraux understood as the kind of radical antagonism of the ‘masterpiece’ within the continuous temporal rhythms of the history of art. This also preoccupied Gilles Deleuze, who understood the work of memory as the introduction of ‘discontinuity’ into the simple repetitions of time. Similarly Alfred Gell, at the close of his celebrated anthropological discussion of art’s agency, turned to the question of what anthropologists term ‘distributed objects’, or a sequence of objects arranged as a series of intention, such as those examples in which artists remembered or quoted previous works in making new ones. Gell understood this as the constitution of art’s memory.

Examining the place of material culture as a lodestone of recollection, Pierre Nora brought to the fore another kind of distinction between histoire and mémoire, linking history to events, while situating memory in objects, places and monuments. The consequences of Nora’s analysis here are two-fold: that art as both an artefact and a symbol is deeply
implicated in the construction of memory, as Gell also understood; and that memory – as distinct from history - resides above all in the material and spatial domain, attaching itself to places and things - in Nora’s words, les lieux de mémoire. This sense of place as closely tied to affective nodes of memory was a key to Sigmund Freud’s understanding of conscious memory as resting on the great subterrain of the unconscious, which he likened to the remains and traces of ancient Rome still latent within its current map. As echoes of a past half-buried, half-forgotten, yet insistently present in every contour of the mind’s processes, Freud founded the psychoanalytic understanding of archaic and suppressed memory as manifest in serial repetition through the classical references of the mythopoetic. This conceptualisation of buried memory as a sequence of ruined but emotionally immortal object-recollections from the ancient and mythical past, both individual and collective, would remain an enduring legacy for the psychoanalytic project, shaping the work of Jacques Lacan and Michel de Certeau among others. Memory is precisely the psychoanalytic subject, in its perpetual reframing of the past through the affective condition of the present. Again, Deleuze saw the recollective searching of memory as linked and formed by the displacements of Eros, in its serial search for past pleasures, similar to Lacan’s understanding of repetition as a chain of displacement driven by desire. The study of collective memory inaugurated by the sociologist Maurice Halbwachs would also prove critical for the interdisciplinary analysis of cultural memory, between history and anthropology, and in history of art in Aby Warburg’s writings. Following Freud’s conceptualisation of submerged memory as afterlives and survivals made manifest in repetition, Warburg understood the long arc of historical imitation of an artistic form to manifest and intensify the affective power of each recollection. The insistent repetition of Cupid’s sleeping childish form is, in Warburg’s terms, a pathosformel, or ‘pathos formula’,
that is, a visual trope accreted with a high degree of affective force, stemming from the
memorative density of its accrued repetitions in art.\textsuperscript{20} As a cultural figuration of desire, Eros
may be understood as the touchstone of this recollective yearning.

Looking back on the sequence of Medicean sleeping cupid sculptures that Michelangelo’s
lost piece would seem to have contained within it, these were Roman works in Florentine
collections. Thus Michelangelo’s sculpture was composed of references to an antiquity now
transposed to Florence, and intended to nurture a specifically Florentine ‘classicism’, laying
claim to a new Rome in Florence. Conversely, Michelangelo’s arrival in Rome would
establish the hegemony of Florentine style in Rome and beyond. In the great \textit{questione
della lingua} – and comprising visual languages also – that would unfold across Renaissance
Italy to touch its many civic centres competing for cultural, as well as political, pre-
eminence, Michelangelo like the Medici made Florence the source of a renewed ‘classicism’.
This interplay of a continual doubling of artistic recollection between ancients and new
ancients, Florence and Rome, as has long been constated, runs throughout Medici
patronage.\textsuperscript{21} The reception of Caravaggio’s \textit{Sleeping Cupid} was surely embedded in this
context. Acknowledging its position in relation to the historic legacy of the sleeping eros
figure, both ancient and modern, it also recalls the layered referencing of art-historical
citation between Florence and Rome. A pictorial commentary on the Medicean and the
Michelangelesque, its position in Florence immediately brought the work into the ambit of
this lineage and memory. By the \textit{Sleeping Cupid}’s reception we may understand it to have
become celebrated as a \textit{lieu de mémoire} in its recollection both of the Medici collection of
Roman antiquities for Florence, and of Michelangelo’s reception piece as a ‘new ancient’
and a Florentine in Rome.
For the *Sleeping Cupid’s* circle of viewers and patrons in Florence, the long history of antique mythological representation in art, but also literature, was a subject of considered discernment. Thus Caravaggio’s subject of ancient myth, the male love god, was undoubtedly understood by its audience as an interpolation into an art-historical series including the Michelangelesque, to be sure, but also comprising the far longer arc of this subject in both art and literature, to the earliest-known archaic forms of Eros in fertility worship. There was marked interest in the earliest, primordial manifestations of classical myth in humanist circles in Florence, Mantua and Rome, figuring Eros as the child of Chaos, or Gaia, the generative force of the Earth. Marsilio Ficino and Politian, in particular, led an interest in the study of the archaic Orphic hymns in the circles of Lorenzo de’ Medici, echoed in Ficino’s student in Florence, Mario Equicola’s treatise on love, *Libro de natura de amore* of 1525, written when he was court secretary in Mantua. Much later, Eros / Cupid would come to be identified as the son of Aphrodite / Venus, with an attendant taming of his identity into a poetic love emblem. But in his earliest manifestations among the primordial deities of archaic myth, in the writings of Anacreon and Hesiod, he embodied desire, and his parentage was generic to the earth, apparently born of a union between Night and Darkness in the abyss of time.

While a cosmogonic literature brought out the reproductive aspects of desire in the figure of Eros, lyric poetry instead dwelt on its sweet pathos. Compilations of the poetry of the ancient Greeks, notably the so-called *Greek Anthology* first published in 1494, became readily available across the sixteenth century, with renewed interest upon the discovery of the Palatine compilation in 1606. Its corpus of epigrammatic verse including amatory themes on Cupid/Eros, was widely read in precisely the circles in which Caravaggio’s painting was received. Indeed, Praxiteles’ sculpture of Cupid, which Equicola identified with
Isabella’s example, was seen as the origin of the poetry on Cupid in the *Greek Anthology*, for the sculpture was said to have been a gift of love from the artist to his mistress, Phryne, “making Love itself a gift to love.”\(^{23}\) The poetry celebrated love in all its valences – its wiles and joys but also its capacity to madden with unrequited desire, impossible to predict or reason with.

Other poetic strands concerning Eros dwelt on the cruelties of love unrequited, drawing on the broadly influential legacy of Ovid’s *Metamorphoses* in its account of Cupid’s mischievous perfidy with Apollo and Daphne. Wounding Apollo with the arrow of passion and Daphne with one of flight, the terrible narrative culminated in her death-like transformation into the laurel as the sign of poetry and of love that finds no return.\(^{24}\) In the long tradition of Petrarchan verse, Cupid is remorseless and love is a torment, wounding the defenceless with his blows. In Shakespeare’s *Romeo*, the Petrarchan lover is distracted, spent, and finally driven to his death; in Spenser’s *Faerie Queene* Amor is the “Great God of Love... with... cruell darts”.\(^{25}\) Thus in Caravaggio’s painting for Florence the arrow by Cupid’s side is marked with red to allegorise the wounds of love. With the weight of an accreted mythic and poetic legacy from his earliest cosmogonic manifestations to its wide literary elaborations over hundreds of centuries, the complex of polyvalent identities made Cupid a bivalent and unstable sign, of desire, but also of love’s ferocity. The arrows of Eros comprise the throes of the heart, to be sure, but might also imply deflowering and symbolic castration, as myth and poetry often told, that unmanned Ariosto’s *Rinaldo* and even great Jupiter. Yet ancient Eros was also a figure of male beauty and the splendour of desire, from the poetic culture of *Symposium*, even as the power of that pleasure might be wild and without bounds.\(^{26}\) Across antiquity and the Renaissance, in both poetry and art, this
oscillating bivalence between the pain and pleasure of desire was fully manifest in all representations of Eros.

Art’s beauty itself was also understood within a metaphor of love’s desire to possess. This was elaborated in texts on courtly love, art and beauty. In this trope the art-viewer became a lover confronting his own cupidity, smitten by beauty in art as in life. Art’s own powers to quicken and to still the heart lay in its ability to touch the affects of memory, to draw together and intensify the mind’s recollection of desire’s past pleasures. In this way, representation of the gods of love became elided with the love of art, and the painting’s beauty was tied to the expression of its subject - desire. Yet the figuration of sight as the means of love was further complicated in Renaissance culture by the rising poetic motif of love as blind, quixotic, unpredictable and unreasonable. Cupid is blindfold because love is blind, as exemplified in Andrea Alciati’s well-known emblems of love, first published in 1531. A sleeping cupid might also represent love’s unseen folly, as the poet Gaspare Murtola recognised in his poetic response to Caravaggio’s lost sleeping cupid of 1603: “if you wish to paint him blind, look at him there… in sleep.” The poets of the Greek Anthology had also seen the Sleeping Cupid as a subject to be wary of: “You sleep, you who bring sleepless nights to mortals; you sleep, child of the ruinous foam-born goddess…. I fear you, proud child, that even in your sleep you will dream dark dreams for me.”

In a complement to love’s oscillations of pain and pleasure, poetry returned insistently to its bittersweet passing, swift as flight, ephemeral as the wind. In Caravaggio’s Sleeping Cupid for Florence, the child’s body is surrounded by a great pair of dark wings whose furthest perimeters are picked out by glancing lights that indicate their reach into the shadows of pictorial space. As one of Cupid’s chief mythological attributes, they are the wings of swift
love. Yet Cupid’s wings, from his earliest figurations, could signify not only the rapid arousal of desire and the transports of love, but also its fleeting transience. Archaic cosmogonic accounts of Eros sometimes described his birth as generated by the wind blowing over the waters of darkness, or of a birdlike genesis from a cosmic egg, and of Eros himself as a kind of whirling windshift of the heart borne on the wings of desire, as changeable and intangible as the wind itself. Further mythological echoes of primordial bird worship include narratives such as that of Leda, and Jupiter’s transformation into an eagle in pursuit of Ganymede, both poetic themes that Michelangelo had taken up, as dell’Antella’s Florentine circle undoubtedly knew. This legacy of archaic myth on Eros as erotic drive is latent within Cupid’s later figurations, sometimes insistently, in other instances largely veiled by a history of poetic conceits, in the great expanse of his historic recollection and reproduction in art. Collectively these imitations and citations manifest the repetitions of those lost but immortal and always longed-for memories of desire with which the figure of Eros was, from its archaic inception, so fully bound.

Memory and Oblivion

A seicento Florentine recollection of Cupid typologies would also certainly have comprised the bronze standing Attis Amorino, now acknowledged as by Donatello, in the collection of the classical scholar Giovanni Battista Doni (along with Michelangelo’s Doni tondo) at that time (fig. 5). Then of uncertain attribution as to both the iconography and the artist, it was taken for an antique, and a source of much literary discussion. At Doni’s behest Bellori would suggest its enduring identification as the archaic deity Attis. His attributes, which continue to elude definitive identification, are primarily bacchic references to wine, but also rustic in the protective leather leggings worn for field work. Like Caravaggio’s painting,
albeit in different ways, Donatello’s Amor is a disruptive classicism vexed by a bodily abandon. His swaying figure is ornamented with poppies, by the flower on his forehead, and by gilt pods on his belt. The poppy pod was also, it seems, held in the hand of Michelangelo’s Sleeping Cupid, according to inventory drawings of the Mantua cupids that seem to include his lost work. There are also poppy pods in the Roman example of a sleeping cupid in white marble in the Medici collections that Michelangelo surely knew and, though now largely broken, the black marble version too (figs. 2 & 3). Similarly, x-rays of Caravaggio’s Sleeping Cupid reveal a series of pentimenti within the paint layers of the canvas, including the depiction of a single poppy in the child’s right hand. While Caravaggio himself painted this over, as was often the case in a process characterised by constant revision within the paint surface as he worked, the hidden attribute signifies a further chain of associations surrounding Cupid’s sign.

The poppy with its powerfully narcotic juice grew across the Mediterranean throughout antiquity, dying out in Europe in the Middle Ages and much later rediscovered by Crusaders in and around Constantinople. Ancient texts, both literary and medical, make reference to its varied uses, by fighters in preparation for battle, but also common to most forms of dying, commemorated in emblems of poppies in tombs and funerary artefacts to serve on the journey into the underworld. In cultic terms the poppy was associated with the twin gods of sleep and death, Thanatos and Hypnos or Somnus, whose cave Ovid described as bordered by poppies and through which flowed the river Lethe of oblivion. Ovid’s Fasti further describe a figuration of sleep with her brow wreathed in poppies, while Virgil’s Georgics also make reference to poppies soaked with the sleep of Lethe. Celsus’ compendium of Roman medical and pharmacological knowledge, De Medicina,
acknowledged the use of poppy juice to calm anxieties as well as pain, but also noted its ability to induce dreams. He cautioned that the sweeter the dreams, the harder the awakening, signalling its hypnotic, addictive pull into oblivion and death that the cultic funerary poppy also referenced. Similarly the sixteenth-century itinerant professor of medicine named Paracelsus after his Roman forebear apparently brought back from Constantinople a renewed contact with the poppy’s uses propounded in his writings, touching on its bivalent ability to simulate hope and fearlessness, to ease pain and anxieties of the mind, but also conducive to sleep, and even death.35

Subsequent to both Michelangelo and Caravaggio’s *Sleeping Cupids*, this form and its canon of variations in marble and paint would produce Algardi’s black marble figure of *Sleep* (fig. 6).36 It is a particular kind of sleep, however, for child’s softly tender body is both the emblem of love and the fruit of passion, while the clutch of poppy pods in his hands recalls mortuary art. Within antiquity, sleeping cupids were common memento mori to soften the apprehension of dying with the solace of eternal sleep. Through a polished rendering of stone in terms of an idealised smoothness, to suggest the gentle swell of childlike flesh, it intimated both tenderness and pathos, in keeping with its funerary remembrance of life cut by death.

Likewise poetry frequently turned on art’s power to capture life as if in stone, as a form of sleep-like ‘death’ that at the same time conferred immortality, as in Giambattista Marino’s poetic ekphrases of Caravaggio’s powers of painting.37 Poetic responses to Isabella’s Cupids at Mantua had similarly dwelt on this bivalence of both art and eros: “Oh progeny of Venus, boy renowned….let eternal sleep hold you in entombment, and may you always lie in marble”.38
Sleep could connote death, but also dreams, thus signalling the depths of the psyche unbound. Mythologically, sleep was the realm of Hypnos, of hallucinations and nightmares, those traversals of memory out of the mind’s deepest recesses into fugitive forms of unconscious illusion. In myth, of course, Psyche is Cupid’s spouse whose wings, like Cupid’s, referenced the flight of the soul in love, but also death. Hence the common presence of butterflies, like poppies, to signify the transience of life in ancient figurations of Eros-Thanatos or Death, as in the white marble version in the Medici collections that Michelangelo surely knew.

This triangulation of sleep and dreams between memory, death and desire runs throughout the classical literature on Eros. In archaic cosmogonies, Sleep, like Eros is born in the chasm of the Earth, and cradled with Thanatos as well as other siblings characterised as types of dream-recollection – Morpheus, Phantasos and Phobetor. As the children of Night, and of the shadows of Darkness, they were heirs to the full gamut of sleep’s bivalence.

For Caravaggio’s patrons and viewers, the best-known illustrated text pictorialising the realm of Hypnos and Eros was the Hypnerotomachia Poliphili, or the ‘Strife of Love, in which it is shown that all human desire, like memory, is but a dream’. Published by Aldus Manutius in 1499 with finely-detailed woodcut illustrations, it was widely-known by Caravaggio’s time and undoubtedly familiar to the Sleeping Cupid’s patronage circle. Styled as a literary genre of courtly love or Romance, it tells the story of the young humanist Poliphilo’s afflictions and trials in a quest for his beloved Polia, a name that means both ‘many things’ and, in Greek, antiquity; while the name Poliphilo means lover of those many things in an allegory of his humanist longings. Poliphilo pursues Polia through a series of dreams-within-dreams, configured as emblems of a lost classicism, across fictional
landscapes of ancient architectural ruins and sculptural fragments (figs. 7 & 8). The celebrated illustrations to the text are palimpsests of antique citations, as is the text itself. Text and image together effect a literary fusion of the lost world of antiquity with lost love, and of strife and death with classicism, fragments, dreams and unrequited desire. Antique recollection, as a Renaissance act of cultural memory, is bittersweet and touched by the cut of loss.

Equally, ancient verse on love and so Cupid is replete with references to love unrequited as a fatal wound; or to love grown cold like marble, or mortuary stone. Sleep like Eros was an oscillating sign, coupling life with the spectre of death. Poets alternately saw Cupid’s sleep as love disarmed, a respite from the raging fires of desire, conjoined with a fear of his awakening. This foreboding was also a metaphor for the disturbed dreams and sleeplessness of Eros, fraught with all the bodily violence of unspent passion. Love’s weapons may smite you in a kind of living death, according to the poets. The presence of Eros, like Hypnos, in ancient funerary decoration, as Algardi also imitated, touched on these linked cultural concerns. Algardi’s Cupid pose is, tellingly, that of a sleeping Venus, with the intimation of pleasure stirring in his sleep, yet mitigated by the poppies he holds and the suggestion of the tomb beneath him in the unpolished, earthlike marble that contrasts with the glossy rendering of the child’s flesh. The smooth beauty of the sculpted body was also understood as an allegory for the fiery desire that dashes itself on the marbled longing of a love that is not returned. At the same time, sleeping Cupid in both Renaissance and classical verse certainly familiar to Algardi and Caravaggio’s patrons, was frequently read as passion tamed, the powers of Eros temporarily disarmed by sleep. Yet sleep might also be like the child itself the culmination of the act of love, of a sweet if transient oblivion in a dream-filled
moment of bliss. In this sense the act of love, and so of procreation, was understood as a mimetic defence against the harshness of death, as voiced in both archaic poetry and myth.

**Memory’s Cut**

... whenever it happened that [Caravaggio] came upon someone in the streets that pleased him, he was fully satisfied with this invention of nature.... Thus he painted a young girl seated on a chair with her hands in her lap in the act of drying her hair; he portrayed her... with a small ointment vessel, jewels and gems placed on the floor to have us believe that she is the Magdalen.41

Bellori’s estimation of Caravaggio’s artistic practice, allegorised in his description of the seated *Magdalen*42, was one devoted to the exclusive imitation of nature without recourse to art. Caravaggio apparently “recognised no other master than the model” – that is, the particular example from life. In Bellori’s judgement the desire to render the likeness of things led Caravaggio to an exacting naturalistic imitation at the expense of artistic beauty. Yet Bellori also recognised in Caravaggio a dazzling verisimilitude that as a critic he valorised, understanding it as a valuable corrective to the sculptural manner of painting – *maniera statuina* – that had swept through Rome in the wake of Michelangelo. If the marbled *maniera* style had blanched painting of its powers of resemblance, Caravaggio’s was an artistic example that, notwithstanding its defects in his eyes, nonetheless reinvigorated painting by reintroducing the ‘blood’ of nature’s surfaces, to render the effects of what Bellori termed the ‘real’.43

Yet much of Caravaggio’s corpus, as in the *Sleeping Cupid*, is of works manifestly founded in references to the art of the past, and specifically to the sculpture of both antiquity and Michelangelo. Thus Bellori’s understanding of Caravaggio as a ‘painter without memory’ points up a puzzling pictorial rupture or estrangement of the painting from its art-historical
sources. If the Sleeping Cupid rests on the long history of this subject’s representation in art, it does so through a radical reconfiguration that Bellori could not recognise. For the Florentine Cupid, like the Seated Magdalen, is both genre and myth, as much a specific child as the cultural typology of a god. The attributes and the title of the work establish its mythological identity. Yet the persistent presence of the particular undercuts the representation, calling to mind Bellori’s view that Caravaggio had no capacity to paint from memory and could only paint a specific example or model from nature before him as he worked.44

This quality of specificity, of identifiable models in Caravaggio’s work, runs through not only his paintings’ figural forms but their objects and attributes too. Thus in the shadowy light that obscures much of the Sleeping Cupid’s surroundings lies the bow, picked out by detailed gold decorative ornament, its string falling loosely into the foreground. Scholars of weaponry have identified this bow as of Turkish or Indo-European provenance, likely one that Caravaggio saw among the armour collections of the Knights of Malta.45 His patron on Malta the Grand Master Alof de Wignacourt had recently established an armoury within the precincts of the Grand Master’s palace in 1604, bringing together one of Europe’s most celebrated collections of armour and weaponry. In his portrait by Caravaggio, Wignacourt chose to be depicted in damascened armour, probably from the Order’s collection and dating to the Battle of Lepanto of 1571 against the Turks in which Wignacourt had served as a young knight, possibly even a suit of armour belonging to Wignacourt’s great predecessor as Grand Master, Jean de la Valette, whose forebears had fought in the Crusades and who himself led the resistance against the Ottomans at the siege of Malta in 1565. Undoubtedly Caravaggio’s knightly viewers were discerning connoisseurs not only of art and myth but of arms too, and particularly of those collected from war with the Turks as central to the
crusading history of the order’s foundation. Medici collections of arms and armour also included examples of Turkish bows, displayed alongside Caravaggio’s painted Medusa head on a parade shield, undoubtedly familiar to dell’Antella’s circle. The detailed specificity of Caravaggio’s Sleeping Cupid bow, like the specificity of features in the Medusa that suggest self-portraiture studied in a mirror, corroborates Bellori’s description of Caravaggio’s ability to paint only what lay before him – not a generic bow from visual memory, but a particular, identifiable object before him as he worked.\(^{46}\)

Similarly, the tangible materiality of Cupid’s wings also suggests these are identifiable objects. Documentary sources relate that Caravaggio borrowed a pair of wings around 1603, just as he was painting his earlier now lost sleeping cupid. The wings apparently came on loan from the workshop of his fellow painter in Rome, Orazio Gentileschi, along with other pieces of costume.\(^{47}\) This detail speaks to the question of Caravaggio’s models, substantiating Bellori’s claim that he had no capacity to paint generic wings from visual memory, but only the feathery materiality of a specific pair before him, large and dark, like the particular gold-embossed bow.

Depictions of wings run across Caravaggio’s corpus, both mythological and religious, and most closely in his so-called Laughing Cupid or Love Victorious for the Giustiniani palace in Rome, painted at the time he borrowed Orazio Gentileschi’s wings (fig. 9).\(^{48}\) An early inventory of the Giustiniani collection described this painting as a Cupido ridente; Bellori would later identify the subject with Virgil’s eclogue, Amor vincit omnia. Joachim von Sandrart, German art critic and curator of the Giustiniani gallery in the early 1630s, described it simply as “a life-size Cupid, a boy aged about 12, sitting on trophies with large dark eagle’s wings.”\(^{49}\) Indeed it depicts a Cupid of that age, in a playful pose of triumph,
standing over a collection of objects like a still life. These are trophies of music, arts, letters, geometry, architecture, astronomy, and kingship while youthful love, laughingly, disarmingly, irreverently, conquers all, as Virgil said. Yet Love is as fickle as it is overpowering, for Amor’s two arrows, one red and one black, recall again the story of Apollo and Daphne, while the celestial globe suggests the precariousness of Fortune’s favours in love.

Again, the work is a register of a profound classicism, yet ruptured by what Bellori saw as Caravaggio’s art of the ‘real’. Scholars have suggested a Roman marble of Eros stringing his bow in the Giustiniani collection as a loose source. If there is no clear classical antecedent for the Laughing Cupid’s pose, the Michelangelesque composition and delineation of the body is suggestive yet vexing, recalling the stony forms of the maniera statuina through what Bellori would describe as Caravaggio’s art of blood, skin and surfaces. Sources from the period suggest a specific model for the boy, apparently Caravaggio’s servant and studio hand in these years, known as Cecco del Caravaggio. Whether this is the case or not, it testifies to the insistent presence of a bodily specificity in Caravaggio’s work that complicates the status of art-historical memory within his pictorial representation of antique myth. Here the wings extend to either side of the boy and are more broadly lit. Strangely echoing antique examples such as those of the black marble Cupid from the Uffizi, yet sources from the period, namely Sandrart, insisted instead on their ornithological identity, resembling dark eagle’s wings “rendered so as to yield nothing to life itself.” The various types of feathers within the wing are readily discernible here – the long stiffened arc of the flight feathers capped by smaller, downy feathers along the crest of each one – suggesting a materiality grounded in observation of the particular. The persistent tangibility of a recognisable model, a specific bow, an identifiable pair of wings,
disrupts painting’s claim to its subject. Is this the Cupid of mythology, an art-historical citation of a Michelangelesque antiquity, or a boy taken ‘from the street’, as Bellori said, with Orazio Gentileschi’s wings attached to his back and a couple of arrows in his hand? The haptic address of this work is at its height in the feather that brushes against the boy’s thigh, again complicating the image in the full mesh of myth’s ambiguities, disrupting the distancing dream of classicism that Bellori propounded with the invitation of material touch.

Murtola’s poetic response to Caravaggio’s earlier lost version of a sleeping cupid seems to suggest there was a named model for that work also: “If you wish to paint Amor, skilled painter, paint the beautiful infant Giulietto.... If you wish to paint him blind, look at him there, his tender limbs languid in sleep.” Whether or not there was a life model for this painting, Murtola’s verse again demonstrates the proclivity to name the model in Caravaggio’s art, complicating the mythological identity of the figure with an observed social field that cuts against the art-historical citation. As the painting is lost we have no means of judging the seeming presence of the model, but the 1608 painting has also raised questions about the ambiguous relationship between myth, portrait and genre in Caravaggio’s work. In the Florence painting, the position of the body has always been recognised as a mimetic engagement with the canonical antique sculptural pose, yet it too is undercut by the disturbing incursion of another social realm, of models taken ‘from the street’. The child lies largely on his left side, though his back is flat to the ground across the chest, and his head inclines awkwardly to the right. His bodily configuration was cited in the medical journal, *The Lancet* (1944), as a pictorialisation of childish forms of early modern medical illness manifest above all in the swollen leg and hip joints, like the recognition of the representation of the swellings of goitre in Caravaggio’s *Crucifixion of St Andrew* painted in the same years (1607-10). It has also been suggested that the model for the 1608 *Sleeping
Cupid was dead, recalling the claim of Caravaggio’s biographers that he worked with a corpse in painting the *Raising of Lazarus* c. 1609.\textsuperscript{57} My point is not with the medical or forensic diagnosis of the painting as such, but with the acknowledgement of a visible troubling of the figural languages of classicism in the *Sleeping Cupid*. As Bellori, the classicist, argued of Caravaggio, while admiring his art’s vivid lifelikeness, that in the figures: “he and his followers paint wrinkles, defects of the skin and exterior, knotted figures and limbs disfigured by disease, seeking out deformity.”\textsuperscript{58} It is above all in the rendering of the surfaces, the complexion, flesh and skin, that Bellori termed Caravaggio ‘painter of the real’.\textsuperscript{59} In Caravaggio’s work its contrapuntal relationship with art-historical memory is indeed most explicit in the rendering of surfaces – manifest in the body of the *Sleeping Cupid* marked by ungainly folds and swellings, that together seem to repel touch as much as to invite it. The body of the classical sculptural Cupid, by contrast, was made to solicit the affect of tenderness through a rendering of stone in terms of an idealised smoothness. The skin of Caravaggio’s Cupid is instead semiotically unstable, its references to the world of the painter and his models in seeming conflict with the established idealising visual conventions of the subject matter, so challenging its own pictorial act of recollection. What we grasp in Caravaggio’s *Sleeping Cupid* is the cut of Bellori’s real within a recollection of the visual languages of a broken dream of classicism. It pictures the darkened materiality of ‘the streets’, like the deeper realms of the psyche, manifest in archaic myth and the dreams and desires of troubled sleep. If the classical mortuary figure of the sleeping cupid was at once a memorial of life’s tenderness and a marker of its passing, Caravaggio’s *Sleeping Cupid* is a fractured or ruptured memory, a shifting and unstable dream-like recollection of the past within the present.
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1. Caravaggio, *Sleeping Cupid*, 1608, oil on canvas, 72x105 cm, Pitti Palace Florence.
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